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	Darwin's Lost World: The Hidden History of Animal Life, 9780199548972 (0199548978), Oxford University Press, 2009
Some 150 years ago, in 1859, Charles Darwin was greatly puzzled by a seeming absence of animal fossils in rocks older than the Cambrian period. He drew attention to a veritable Lost World that was later found to have spanned more than eighty per cent of Earth history. This book tells the story of his lost world, and of the quest to rescue its hidden history from the fossil record. Intriguingly, such a quest did not really begin until 1958, some hundred years after Darwin. Why did an understanding take so long? Arguably it was because it was, and still remains, a very big and very difficult problem. Its study now involves the whole of the natural sciences. Progress has been a matter of slow attrition. For most of this time, for example, there has been no concept of the vast duration of Precambrian time, nor any evidence for a distinct biota.
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Grocery: The Buying and Selling of Food in AmericaHarry N. Abrams, 2017

	In Grocery, bestselling author Michael Ruhlman offers incisive commentary on America's relationship with its food and investigates the overlooked source of so much of it—the grocery store.

	

	In a culture obsessed with food—how it looks, what it tastes like, where it comes from, what...


		

Wireless Communications (Wiley - IEEE)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	"Professor Andreas F. Molisch, renowned researcher and educator, has put together the comprehensive book, Wireless Communications. The second edition, which includes a wealth of new material on important topics, ensures the role of the text as the key resource for every student, researcher, and practitioner in the...


		

Absolute Beginner's Guide to Creating Web PagesQue, 2005
    Absolute Beginner's Guide to Creating Web Pages assumes that readers are true beginners - no prior Web page experience is necessary!

    This hands-on tutorial teaches readers the fundamentals of creating Web pages, along with more advanced ideas like message areas, chat, and e-commerce options...





	

Exhibiting Photography: A Practical Guide to Choosing a Space, Displaying Your Work, and Everything in BetweenFocal Press, 2008
This book originated in workshops taught initially at the University of Westminster and subsequently at Photofusion and the City Lit. The aim of the workshops was to empower students by opening up the processes and practices of exhibiting. What the workshops taught me was that, although students are increasingly working towards a career aim of...

		

Social Location Marketing: Outshining Your Competitors on Foursquare, Gowalla, Yelp & Other Location Sharing SitesQue, 2011

	Social Location Marketing


	 


	Breakthrough social location marketing techniques for promoting your service, product, or venue!


	 


	Social Location Marketing offers...


		

Current Issues in IT EducationIRM Press, 2003
Addressing the ongoing quest for teaching excellence in an increasingly technological society, the information presented in this volume addresses how to effectively implement teaching technologies across disciplinary boundaries. The scholarly dimensions of belief, inquiry, argument, and reflection in information systems are presented with attention...
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